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Business Challenge: 
Employees are fed up with 
carrying around a laptop, phone,  
tablet and more between home, 
the field and office. You want a 
solution that is built for business 
with the power of a PC in your 
employees’ hands to be more 
productive and adjust to the 
customer demands.

Response to the challenge:  
Seamless transition to on-the-go 
solutions to make your workforce more 
effective and provide a competitive 
advantage into the future.
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Help increase workforce productivity and deepen customer relationships

• Improve productivity by working from virtually anywhere, 

using one device, one OS with virtualized data and 

applications in a secure environment 

• Address customers needs on the spot and deepen 

customer relationships with well-informed employees 

working smarter to apply insights and improve response 

times 

• Improve employee engagement by giving them access to 

cutting edge technology and a seamless mobile 

experience 

• Tailor your solution with an a la carte menu that includes 

devices, discovery, design, configure, deploy, maintain, 

disposal and refresh or choose a complete, global DaaS

offering with one contract and integrated financing

• Accelerate and improve adoption with expert consulting 

and implementation practices
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HP Elite x3, Desk Dock and Lap Dock
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Capgemini Wedge offers with HP Mobility
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Consultative analysis 

and testing to 

determine the 

optimum future 

application state and 

build the business 

case for change

HP managed services platform

Application expertise 
(e.g. Salesforce, 

ServiceMax, Guidewire, 

IBM Maximo)

POC project review

Packaged solution 

and application 

deployment

Project management 

delivery oversight

POC (Proof of 
Concept) 

Compatibility 
Testing

Management 
and support

Wide-scale 
deployment 

Plan and execute 

successful POC.

Training services to 

get users ready, 

willing and able to use 

the new equipment

Critical management 

review of POC 

successes such as  

maximizing end-user 

satisfaction

Proven application 

solutions deployed 

across a wide fleet of 

devices
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